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A MESSAGE FROM THE ASTROTWINS
Astrologers Tali & Ophira Edut

DEAR GEMINI,

There’s no mistake you were born under your sign. The moment you 
arrived was created just for you—and there will never be another one 
like it. Your astrological sign, which is determined by the date and 
time you were born, gifted you with unique talents, beauty, strength 
and challenges. Just as there are billions of stars in the sky, there’s only 
one you in the universe. (As identical 
twins, we can attest to this!) So we’re 
here to help you be your ultimate 
best, with the cosmos as your guide.

Let’s face it: life isn’t always easy. There 
will be tough times and obstacles to 
face. Life is full of questions: Who’s 
my best love match? How can I make 
more money, or find the job of my 
dreams? When should I get married, 
take a vacation, start a family, nurture 
my health? Understanding yourself 
better makes it easier to answer those 
questions, and that's where the zo-
diac can help. So consider this book 
a roadmap to your soul, an operating 
manual for your life.

Truth is, you already have everything 
you need to live the life of your dreams. It’s just about knowing what 
makes you shine, then polishing that diamond. So whether you’re a 
princess cut or a solitaire, finding the perfect setting is the key to claim-

ing the rich, fulfilling life that’s your birthright!

^THE ASTROTWINS

Photographed by Tracy Toler
TracyToler.com
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ALL ABOUT GEMINI
You might change like the wind, but you’re always up on the latest thing.

 you. 

They say that two is double the fun, and as the sign of 
the Twins, you know it’s true! Your multiple person-

alities make you a constant source of amusement. Ad-
venturous Geminis change faster than the weather, and 
constantly flip between moods and interests. One day, 
you’re into girly stuff like nail polish and stickers. Next, 
you’ve switched your focus to bungee jumping and 
snowboarding. If possible, try to stick to a few things 
and master them rather than rushing headlong into the 
next activity. Geminis rule communication. You love to 
chatter and you have a million great ideas ready to spill. 
Curb the temptation to gossip. Keep your fast-moving 
mind and hands busy with email, instant messages, 
mobile gadgets, and stimulating conversation. Keep a 
notebook handy to jot down your thoughts. Take lots 
of classes and join the local library—you love to read!

Dates: May 21–June 20
Symbol: The Twins
Color: Hot pink, orange, chartreuse
Ruling Planet: Mercury, the planet 
of the mind and communication
Good Day: Unique, daring, clever
Bad Day: Two–faced, depressed, chatty

GEMINI
Natalie Portman 
Courtney Cox
Zoe Saldana
Nicole Kidman
Angelina Jolie
Adriana Lima
Mary-Kate 
& Ashley Olsen
Heidi Klum
Paula Abdul

Alanis Morisette
Venus Williams
Helena Bonham Carter
Marilyn Monroe
Ginnifer Goodwin
Cyndi Lauper
Kylie Minogue
Lauryn Hill
Stevie Nicks
Joan Jett

CELEBRITY STARMATES

Illustrated by Yoko Furosho
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 beautify. 

YOUR STYLE PROFILE

Colors: Orange, lime green, 
magenta

Focus areas: Arms, hands

Fabrics: Corduroy

Best Looks: Bracelets, cuf-
flinks, large watch, rings, 
costume jewelry, clothes 
with a Bohemian or punk–
rock edge, tank tops

Stay Away From: Matching 
tops and bottoms, anything 
too fussy or feminine, Plain 
Jane styles, muted colors, 
boy cuts 

You’re the zodiac’s trendiest sign, so you love your looks fresh 
off the catwalk, adorned with your unprecendented flair for ac-

cessorizing. A social butterfly to the core, you need versatile day-
into-night outfits that can morph from boardroom appropriate to 
bar-opening sexy with a change of shoes and jacket—it’s not like 
you’re going to make it home to change in between appointments!

For Gemini, dressing is like a cos-

tume party. It’s anyone’s guess which 

character you’ll play next. One day 

you’re a corporate queen, the next, 

you’re a punk rock rebel. You might 

even combine those looks into a 

totally unique paradox. For Gemini, 

it’s all in how you mix it up. In fact, 

you should never go head–to–toe 

with just one look. Bohemian styles 

flatter you, but don’t overdo or you 

could resemble a bag lady. You’re an 

impulse shopper and you bore easily. 

To avoid blowing your budget on constant wardrobe overhauls, 

invest in a few well-made solid-colored staples, especially in black 

and white. Then accessorize with scarves and jackets, wild–pat-

terned shirts and costume jewelry. Top it off with a trendy haircut 

and bright makeup.

Gemini rules the arms and hands. Ac-
cent yours with funky bracelets, rings, 
fingerless gloves and wrist cuffs. Your 
sign has the “right to bare arms,” so 
show off yours in a simple tank top, 
strapless or spaghetti strap dresses, and 
halters. 

THE GEMINI LOOK
Dress to express the best traits of your sign.
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Geminis crave variety, and as a result, your home either looks wildly creative or like a 
total mess! Your style is varied—playful meets traditional, an eclectic mix of old-fash-

ioned and modern, even a crazy mix of clashing styles that you manage to pull off. Creativ-
ity, color and fun should all be part of your home. You can rock out unusual combinations 
like orange and lavender, or hot pink and chartreuse. Of course, today’s favorite shade can 
become tomorrow’s most hated hue, but that won’t stop you from slapping a coat or two on 
the wall when inspiration strikes.

Because your sign is ever-changing, you have a hard time sticking with one look for long. 
Think short-term when it comes to décor, to accommodate your frequent urge to redeco-
rate. Take a deep breath before you start a huge renovation project, too. Impulsive Geminis 

often get pulled into new projects before finishing the ten you started. Make sure you can commit 
the proper time to renovations, or you could end up with half-painted walls or other messes.

In many cases, your environment may 
actually be too stimulating. If you find 
yourself feeling pulled in too many 
directions (even for a Gemini), consider 
toning down your décor. That doesn’t 
have to mean boring. Just try a Zenlike 
scheme with just a few wilder accents. 
Nothing grabs a Gemini’s attention 
more than your computer, but if you 
find yourself instant messaging until 1 
AM. when you’d rather relax, put your 
computer in a separate room, or dis-
guise it in a clever cabinet.

Your home has lots of buzz and energy, 
but you’re really not the homebody 
type. Your tastes change quickly. Funky 
clutter and piles upon piles of clothes 
(from your impulse shopping trips) greet the eye. You might even need to hire an organizing con-
sultant because you accumulate so much junk! Push yourself to keep food in your refrigerator, 
and if you insist on cleaning the house yourself, multi-task while you work. Cook or scrub while 
you’re checking voicemail. Gab on the phone while you attack the dust bunnies under your bed. 
Stay as organized as possible so that you can actually enjoy the home you’ve created.

 beautify. 

HOME DECOR
Ecletic Gemini can rock décor from any era. Mix it up like a funky collage.
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FITNESS & HEALTH

Body Part Arms, shoulders, hands

Health & Fitness Style 
Always in motion, determined to be in 
two places at once, you have energy to 
burn and a short attention span. You 
need variety, versatility and excitement. 
Geminis have powerful arms and great 
hand-eye coordination, so try tennis, 
swimming, rowing or a sport that re-
quires mental prowess and rapid move-
ment. Aim for exercise that works your 
mind and body simultaneously. Short 
workouts with quick results are best for 
you.

As with everything in your life, think va-
riety and balance. If you work hard, you 
should also play hard. If you exercise 
vigorously, plan for extra sleep. A triath-
lon is a great challenge if you’re up for 
it, because it allows your short attention 
span to switch between running, biking 
and swimming. If not, try cross-training, 
doing five minutes on the exercise bike, 
five on the treadmill, five on the ellip-
tical machine, and so on. Geminis en-
joy classes, so cardio dances or partner 
sports captivate your interest.

Variety motivates the restlesss Gemini, so forget about anything too routine.



Food & Eating Habits
Impulsive, on-the-go eaters, Geminis are always looking for 
a fast snack fix. You like variety and experimentation, and 
enjoy adventurous food—but nothing with a long prepara-
tion time—so takeout meals are perfect. Just make sure you 
choose healthy options. It’s incredibly easy for your sign to 
binge on empty calories just because you’re eating whatever’s 
within reach. Discipline yourself enough to make smart, nu-
tritious food choices. Color on your plate is also important, 
as are surprise and contrast, like ethnic or unusual ingredi-
ents thrown into an all-American meal can be healthy. 

Keeping That Glow 
Internet-savvy Geminis love to dig up online health trivia. Support yourself in an online fitness com-

munity, or blog your own fitness diary. You’re the sign of the teacher, so train to be an instructor. It 

will obligate you to stay in shape! Social Geminis love to gab, so power-walk with a pal (or even your 

cell phone), and knock out some of your zillion errands along the way. Once you get yakking, you’ll 

have hiked Mount Kilimanjaro before you realize it. 

 beautify. 

Cory Verellen, LandCameras.com
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 love. 

GEMINI IN LOVE

Love—it ain’t easy for an ever-changing Gemini. As the sign of the Twins, you have so many 
sides to your personality, it’s hard to find one person who’s compatible with them all.  Then 

there’s the fact that you live to flirt! The courtship phase is your absolute favorite. You love 
everything from the suggestive 
sidelong glances to the naughty 
text messages that crescendo 
into a passionate sexcapade. 
Games are totally your thing. 
You love playing them and find 
people who don’t downright 
boring. Trouble is, you aren’t 
always great at distinguishing 
a fling from the real thing. You 
need a soulmate who is also 
your playmate. For you the fun, 
flirty stuff IS “serious.” Only a 
few special people understand 
that—and these are the ones you 
should go after.

Although Geminis are capable 
of long-term commitments, it’s 
usually after an exhausting se-
ries of affairs or marriages that 
end as quickly as they started. One minute, you’re totally into someone; the next, you’ve lost 
interest and moved on to the next conquest. There’s no halfway for you. A part of you seeks 
eternal love; yet, you have an equal hunger for freedom. 

Until you’ve satisfied your thirst for variety, you can be quite the player. Your romantic taste 
buds are wild and unpredictable. Gemini track records include strippers, porn stars, circus 
performers and ex-cons—mixed between stockbrokers, religious leaders and foreign dignitar-
ies. Ay caramba! 

So, who’s the perfect match for you? A versatile, young-at-heart mate who expands your 
horizons and shares your adventurous spirit. Someone who keeps you on your toes, doesn’t 
demand consistency, and celebrates your nuttiness can also win your heart. Since your sign 

Variety is the spice of your life. Not that we’re calling you a player...
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rules communication, you also need someone who 
loves to talk, brainstorm and can hold his own in a 
debate. Love is a mental match for you. 

Once a Gemini finds that true playmate, you can 
be incredibly loyal. But nothing sends you running 
faster than a predictable, scripted life. Although 
you may take advantage of traditions and institu-
tions like marriage and children, you must have an 
equal dose of rebellion woven in to stick around for 
the long haul. Join forces with a starry-eyed dream-
er who knows when to bring in a dose of practical 
magic, and soon life will be the adventure for two 
you’ve always wished for!

 love. 

Photographs by
Cory Verellen, LandCameras.com
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 love. 

MEET YOUR MATCH
How do you gel with the other 12 zodiac signs?

OUR MINIATURE DACHSHUND
RATES YOUR COMPATIBILITY
AstroTwins mascot and furry matchmaker 
Wendell sticks his snout into your business to 
play Cupid for a day. Trust him; he’s a dachshund!

A cosmic challenge      Pretty divine  

Takes work to harmonize      The stars are aligned  

You + Aries
The Good. You both love high-intensity living and 
adrenaline-fueling adventures. Aries is a daredevil, 
Gemini a thrillseeker, and you’ll inspire each other to 
take risks you might normally avoid. Natural word-
smiths, you’ll have great communication between 
you, and will admire each other’s cleverness. This is 
an easy friendship with lots of fun times and light 
conversation. You’re the perfect playmates, who will 
never bore each other, even if none of your ideas ever 
fully get off the ground. 

The Bad. You’re great partners for an adven-
ture, but who’s gonna keep the home fires burn-
ing? Neither one of you likes to deal with life’s 
mundane (but necessary) tasks. Both Aries and 
Gemini are better at starting things than you are 
at finishing them. If neither of you wants to do 
the hard work, your shared dreams may sizzle 
then fizzle. You’re both quick to react, so this 
relationship can get petty at times.  The bicker-
ing can get exhaustive unless you both make an 
effort not to take everything so darn personally.
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You + Taurus
The Good. You have little in common, but that’s what 
makes this relationship so intriguing. Serious, tra-
ditional Taurus stabilizes scattered, unconventional 
Gemini, while lighthearted Gemini brings fun and 
liveliness to Taurus’s goal-oriented world. You’ll work 
hard and play hard together and can turn any creative 
idea into a moneymaking venture. Gemini’s active so-
cial style brings Taurus out of that introverted cave. 
Taurus’ domestic streak creates a healthy home base 
for Gemini.

The Bad. Traditional Taurus sticks around for 
the long haul, and is looking for someone to put 
a ring on it. Flirty, indecisive Gemini wants to 
play the field for as long as possible. Taurus’s 
consistency may bore Gemini, who needs con-
stant variety. Gemini’s ever-changing moods 
could throw Taurus way off center, never al-
lowing the Bull to feel fully secure. Your family 
values may clash, as Taurus is an unconditional 
loyalist while Gemini tends to stir up gossip and 
in-fighting when wronged by a relatives.

You + Gemini
The Good. This relationship is the ultimate meet-
ing of the minds. As the sign of the communicator, 
there will be non-stop chatter, texting, pontificating 
and strong mental chemistry in general. You both 
need variety, and you’ll get plenty here, since neither 
of you will ever be predictable people. You could be 
lifelong playmates and travel companions. This is a 
best friends with benefits union of the highest order. 

The Bad. Can you say “high maintenance?” 
Your multiple personalities and ever-changing 
moods make this union exhausting at times. 
Since you’re both busy chasing shiny things and 
pursuing the latest and greatest fad, you could 
be too scattered to ever fully connect. Plus you 
may both prioritize your friends over one an-
other.

You + Cancer
The Good. Playful Gemini lightens up Cancer’s heavy 
moods, and awakens the Crab’s social side. Nurturing 
Cancer brings out the softer side of Gemini, and pro-
vides a stable home base. Long conversations—about 
books, music, politics and culture—are an aphrodi-
siac to both of you.  While incredibly different, you’ll 
intrigue one another endlessly.

The Bad. Gemini gets uneasy around Cancer’s 
strong emotions, and won’t be very patient with 
the Crab’s extended moody spells. When Can-
cer needs a hug and reassurance, Gemini gives  
advice and “tough love” instead. Gemini’s con-
stant need to be entertained exhausts Cancer, 
who might find Gemini flighty or shallow at 
times.
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You + Leo
The Good. This is an energetic, adventurous match-
up that often begins as a friendship.  You’re both full 
of enthusiasm for parties, cultural events, and all 
things social. You’ll quickly fill your schedules with 
play dates, parties and openings—your relationship 
could feel like an extended field trip.  Passionate Leo 
brings out Gemini’s warmth, while Gemini talks emo 
Leo down from those dramatic spells. Leo’s favorite 
subject is…Leo; Gemini loves to ask people questions 
about themselves, a true win-win.

The Bad. Affectionate Leo needs nonstop atten-
tion, validation, and affirmation from a partner. 
Independent, hyperactive Gemini may be too 
scattered to constantly adore the lion. Gemini 
prefers quick, witty, 141 character convos, while 
Leo wants to spin poetic yarns for hours on end. 
You could both burn out trying to keep up with 
each other’s exhaustive schedules. There’s a ten-
dency to overemphasize the visual and superfi-
cial here. Make an effort to go deeper with your 
conversations—it’s not just about looking good 
together!

You + Virgo
The Good. Both signs are ruled by brainiac Mercury, 
the planet of communication. You have a strong in-
tellectual connection and can talk for hours without 
coming up for air. Both signs have an innate sense of 
rhythm and love to dance. It won’t be hard to stay in 
step with each other socially either since you both en-
joy parties that center around learning and connect-
ing over new ideas. Virgo loves to play psychologist 
while Gemini is happy to be analyzed and dissected. 

The Bad. Both signs are super detail-oriented 
and can get hung up on the small stuff. Criti-
cal Virgo may nitpick Gemini, especially when 
Gemini’s somewhat embellished stories fail to 
line up. Gemini may feel smothered by Virgo’s 
insistence on adhering to structure, rules, and 
tradition. Gemini’s multiple personalities dis-
rupt the order Virgo tries so hard to maintain. 
Things can get petty—you’re both a little OCD 
and fighting over the placement of knick-knacks 
is a real possibility here. 

You + Libra
The Good. These two air signs keep it light and lively. 
Together, you’re not just the life of the party—you 
ARE the party. Libra brings out Gemini’s romantic side 
in just the right doses. Gemini is a walking cultural 
guide, full of restaurant and movie recommendations, 
and other suggestions for fun—a true gift, since Libra 
loves to paint the town crimson. Your “BFFs with ben-
efits” connection is ideal, since both of you fear com-
mitment. You might accidentally fall into a long-term 
relationship here.

The Bad. Quick-moving Gemini flies through 
life at lightning speed while Libra stops to smell 
the roses. Gemini could be out the door while 
Libra is still getting dressed for the party. Speak-
ing of roses, Libra loves to receive red ones by 
the dozen, but distracted Gemini struggles to 
remember such things after the courtship phase 
ends. Ultimately, Libra may find Gemini insen-
sitive while Gemini may see Libra as high-main-
tenance.
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You + Scorpio
The Good. The chemistry is off the charts here, even 
though you’re very different people. Scorpio’s mys-
tique fascinates inquisitive Gemini, while Gemini’s 
open book policy calms Scorpio’s suspicious nature. 
Both signs love to unravel a mystery and will go to the 
depths of any topic or experience together.  Scorpio 
can bring out Gemini’s family-oriented nature, while 
Gemini helps the Scorpion become more social.

The Bad. Scorpio’s intensity is emotional, while 
Gemini’s is mental. Mind and power games are 
likely to erupt—and you can both get vicious. 
The Scorpio jealous streak is easily sparked by 
Gemini’s many personality changes and con-
stant need to flirt with strangers. Gemini may 
feel suffocated by Scorpio’s possessiveness.

You + Sagittarius
The Good. It’s a nonstop adventure when you two 
unite, which could carry you to far-flung corners of 
the Planet. Earth. You’re both curious explorers who 
love to learn about life’s mysteries. If you can get past 
your buddy vibe and commit, this will be a fun and 
unconventional matchup that suits your mutually bo-
hemian sensibilities. You both play by your own rules 
and things can get wild, in a really fun way!

The Bad. With all your individual hobbies and 
projects, you may never have time to fully con-
nect.  Logical Gemini may be too cool for fiery 
Sag, while the emotional Archer is too passion-
ate for low-key Gemini. Sagittarius is forever 
dreaming about the future while Gemini just 
wants to enjoy the here and now, making it hard 
to get onto the same page about your relation-
ship.

You + Capricorn
The Good. Steady, patient Capricorn gives Gemini a 
stable foundation and handles all the long-term plan-
ning that Gemini abhors. Gemini lightens up serious 
Cap, and helps the zodiac’s Goat learn to enjoy the 
moment. You’re both highly social and can throw a 
killer party together, even if your friends don’t mesh 
as easily as the two of you do. A shared love of music 
and the arts can be the glue that holds you together.

The Bad. Capricorn rarely does anything with-
out considering every possible ramification. 
Gemini likes to fly by the seat of her pants. 
Capricorn’s occasional pessimism is a buzzkill 
to enthusiastic Gemini who wants to experience 
all that life has to offer, risk or no risk. Cap sees 
Gemini as flighty and naïve while Gemini may 
view Capricorn as an overly traditional bore. 
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You + Aquarius
The Good. There’s a natural click between you two 
air signs: you just get each other, no questions asked. 
Social and intellectual, you’re the ultimate party and 
travel companions. You won’t try to cramp each oth-
er’s free-flowing style as you share illuminating and 
unconventional ideas. This could be the ultimate 
friends-with-benefits arrangement if neither of you is 
in the mood to get too serious.  

The Bad. You’re both players at heart, and may 
be too alike—and too commitmentphobic—to 
keep the sparks flying. Neither Aquarius nor 
Gemini likes the idea of giving up your free-
dom for love, but the “open relationship” ar-
rangement could provoke jealousy, especially 
in Gemini. You both like mind games, which is 
not a good thing. Gemini is clever and cunning, 
while Aquarius is keenly strategic: the mental 
chess battles could be exhausting!

You + Pisces
The Good. Dreamy Pisces digs Gemini’s active imagi-
nation and together you’ll create a fantasy world for 
two. There’s a therapeutic element here: Pisces helps 
Gemini understand the world of emotions, while logi-
cal Gemini can talk Pisces down from some serious 
trees. You’re both music and dance-lovers, and the 
arts can be the glue that hold you together. 

The Bad. Both signs have a secretive side, so 
trust can break down quickly when you begin 
to evade each other’s questions or provide half-
baked information regarding your whereabouts. 
It’s hard to get a straight answer out of either 
of you, so you’ll never be 100% certain about 
where you stand.  Gemini’s social style is too 
manic for Pisces. Pisces’ mellow, moody vibe 
drives hyper Gemini crazy. 

Photograph by Ranny Kang
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 love. 

DATE PLANNER

Your idea of a great opening line sounds like this, “I’ve got two tickets to 
a show this Friday, wanna go?” Your answer, naturally, is yes, since you 

always have your antennae tuned to the latest and greatest thing. Rocking 
out to a raved-about band, sampling the fusion fare at an experimental 
restaurant, hitting the opening of a Blockbuster flick, watching an avant-
garde performance art installation—anything that’s new, edgy, and talked 
about is your idea of a perfect date. After all, these events give you an 
opening for great conversation, and verbal repartee is the ultimate aph-
rodisiac for you. You’ve likely been sending flirty texts for hours leading 
up to the date. Witty, sexy, and intellectual banter is essential to keep you 
interested. You’re pretty much up for anything provided your companion 
can match your gift of gab. 

Playful spontaneity ranks high with you. You’ll happily hop in the car and 

road trip to an unexplored town. Wandering through flea markets, riding 

the Ferris wheel at a random state fair, or having a lunch date at a great 

people-watching spot is perfectly fine by you. 

As the zodiac’s twin you love active dates that require clear cut partnership 

skills. Take a salsa dancing workshop, play a game of mixed doubles tennis, 

spot each other at the rock climbing wall. As your relationship progresses, 

you might even coordinate your outfit with your honey’s, adhering to a 

theme or general style that makes it obvious that you are two halves of a 

whole. 

Pick up two tickets to a 
cool concert or a dazzling 
show like Cirque du Soleil

Head to a controver-
sial exhibit and take 
a walk to discuss it 

Dance the night away 
to hip-hop, swing, reg-
gae or salsa music 

Meet for coffee: you love 
to chat, especially with 
a good coffee buzz 

Go skydiving or try 
a flying trapeze

Head to a comedy 
club or funny movie

Try tapas, Ethiopian, or a 
classic 50s themed diner 
with killer cheese fries

A road trip to a state fair or 
amusement park will have 
you bouncing in your seat

WHAT TO DO ON A DATE

Cory Verellen, LandCameras.com
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 love. 

BREAKUP RECOVERY

The Breakup Breakdown
Gemini rules the mind, so when a real-deal breakup happens, 
you’re quick to get lost in your head. One part of you is philo-
sophical about it, while the other neurotically wonders if there 
was something you could have done differently. Don’t get stuck 
in “analysis paralysis!” There are a thousand ways to look at the 
situation, but that doesn’t mean you have to explore every one of 
them. 

Unlike other signs that mope around endlessly, Geminis stay on 
the move. You’re the kings and queens of short-term relation-
ships, and it’s easy for you to strike up a rebound within hours of 
a breakup. 

This ability to keep it moving can be an advantage, but don’t skim 
the surface if your heart is really broken. Take the time to mourn 
your loss, even if it was for the best. As the self-help books would 
say, “Process your feelings”—in other words, find a healthy out-
let to release anger, sadness and other emotions. Otherwise, the 
unfinished business will come out in snarky comments, bitter-
ness, and baggage that just gets dragged into your next relation-
ship. Wouldn’t you rather start fresh? 

How your sign can move on when the honeymoon is over.

BREAKUP BOOKSHELF: A FEW OF OUR GO-TO GUIDES
Mars & Venus Starting Over by John Gray

Radical Forgiveness by Colin Tipping

Making Sense of Men by Alison Armstrong and Roxana Villa

Why Wait? Create Your Soulmate Now! by Frank Polancic

Are You the One for Me? Knowing Who’s Right and Avoiding Who’s Wrong by Barbara DeAngelis

Calling In The One: Seven Weeks to Attract the Love of Your Life by Katherine Thomas

Cory Verellen, LandCameras.com
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Talk about it, write it out.
Geminis rule communication, but you have a funny way 
of clamming up when it’s time to discuss your feelings. For 
some Gems, your refusal to talk could have accelerated 
your breakup. If there are things left unsaid that would 
provide closure, call your ex. Or better, put them in a letter 
or email. It’s easier for Geminis to express deeper feelings 
in the written word. If all has been said and done, fill up a 
journal, post a blog, or jump into a chat room to commune 
with other lovelorn souls. 

Stop snooping.
Geminis can’t bear NOT to know everything. But some-
times, too much information can burn you in the end. Are 
you Googling his new girlfriend, reading his email, or “data 
mining” for info on his post-breakup life? If it’s over, you’re 
better off getting a life of your own, and staying out of your 
ex’s business. You both have a right to move on, so exercise 
yours! 

Don’t gossip to mutual friends. 
Geminis date in their social circles, so chances are, you 
and your ex have mutual friends. Don’t force them to pick 
sides, and resist the temptation to bash your ex. It’s uncom-
fortable for everyone. Recognize that your friends want the 
best for both of you, and let your pals support you with 
moving on. If you need to vent, talk to a therapist or a 
neutral party. 

Have fun! (You never know who you’ll meet...) 
Cliche advice, but for Gemini, fun can be a lifesaver. Your 
spirit thrives on adventure, so put some back in your life. 
Flirt as only a Gemini can, and you’ll have a fresh crop of 
admirers in no time.

Heart Healing Tips for Gemini

 love. 

Cory Verellen, LandCameras.com

Photograph by Ranny Kang



Demystify men and transform any relationship. The Astro-
Twins have been using the zodiac for over 15 years to help 
couples find the love affair of their dreams. You can have a 
great relationship with a man of any zodiac sign—the key 
is to learn what makes him tick. Using this definitive guide 
to understand his personality, his preferences, and his val-
ues will help you decide whether you’re in it for the long 
haul—or not. You’ll quickly discover:

• How he courts, flirts, and shows he’s committed
• How to tell if he’s serious or just playing around
• What turns him on...and off
• How to prep for your first date, his first visit to your  
     place, and meeting his family
...and much more!

Available at all retail and online bookstores, including Amazon.com and Barnes and Noble. 

The AstroTwins’ Love Zodiac
love is in the stars

Learn the secrets to making any 
relationship work using the stars 

as your guide. 
Download our free compatibility guide 

and get your weekly horoscope 

delivered to your inbox.  

astrostyle.com

HOW TO GET ALONG WITH ANYONE
(Yes, even THAT person)
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WEDDING PLANNER

THE SETTING.
Originality and diversity are the keys to your spe-

cial day, Gemini. To satisfy your need for variety, 

think in contrasts. An indoor/outdoor wedding 

keeps things exciting and surprising. Find a caterer 

that specializes in “dinner by the bite,” where your 

guests feast on portion-sized tastes of fun dishes. 

Aim for funky décor, like a chocolate brown aisle 

runner with sky blue or hot pink variegated stripes. 

Bright, patterned tablecloths and chair covers can 

carry the color scheme onward. As an air sign, 

you love to feel the wind on your face, so stage 

your wedding on a cliff or in front of dramatic 

windows. With your love of adventure, you could 

even skydive into your own reception! Recite your 

vows while airborne—why not, Gemini? Geminis 

love music, and you’ll want a hand in the playlist 

and DJ selection. Create a lively party atmosphere 

where everyone dances until dawn. You could be 

the kind of bride who jumps into the pool in full 

bridal regalia, getting the whole wild night started! 

If you have a crafty side like most Geminis, you 

could give away handmade favors, or make a great 

CD as favors. You’re often a wordsmith, so pick up 

a pen and write your own vows. They’re sure to be 

memorable! Later, have them beautifully framed 

for display at home.

THE DRESS.
Rule Number One: gaudy and girly gowns must 

be eliminated. You’re a sporty sign that looks great 

in basics, so why veer from what works? Gemini 

rules the arms, torso and waist. Choose a gown 

that flatters these areas. With your biceps, you’ve 

got the right to bare arms. Go strapless, or wear a 

simple, spaghetti-strap style with a jeweled sash at 

the waist. You may be the rare bride who can wear 

the drop-waisted “mermaid” style dress, or even 

a funky, artsy skirt (an asymmetrical or shredded 

hem, for instance) paired with a simple bodice. 

Avoid boxy shifts and overly structured styles, and 

go for soft and fitted instead. Create some curves 

with a corset or wrap-style bodice. Striking a bal-

ance between masculine and feminine, structured 

and flowy, is key. If you’re small-busted, a halter 

or high neck give you the chic, sleek look of your 

Gemini sisters Angelina Jolie and Courtney Cox. 

A unique or avant garde gown, even a short dress, 

might suit your personality well. A splash of color 

goes far, so don’t feel trapped in “bridal white”—let 

yourself dip into the rainbow for a dress you truly 

love.

From the color scheme to the song list, you’ll oversee every detail.

Tracy Toler, TracyToler.com
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Ring.
Gemini rules the hands, so your ring should be a 
great fit, since it’s sure to be noticed. As the sign of 
duality, try a double ring, or contrast of masculine 
and feminine styles—like a tension-set ring with 
a funky, modern metal band that’s also curvy and 
feminine. The tension setting makes the diamond 
look like it’s floating magically. Choose a princess-
cut stone, which is square, ultra-sparkly, and has lots 
of facets.

THE BRIDAL PARTY
You put the “party” in bridal party, Gemini. Pack a 

limo with your loudest friends and hit the drive-

through window en route to the chapel. As for 

dresses, there will be nothing stiff and formal for 

your maids! More like short, sexy, and racy—or 

at least above the knee. You might even put your 

bridesmaids in costume—they can dress as hula 

girls, for example, and put leis on guests’ necks as 

they arrive. You’re not big on having your bridal 

party look like clones (even if you are the sign of 

the Twins). To mix it up but keep some coordina-

tion, send your maids where they can choose from 

a range of tops and bottoms in the same color and 

fabric. You take most traditions only half-seriously, 

anyway. Better yet, let the bridesmaids pick their 

own dresses, or delegate styling duties to a fashion-

able friend, like a Libra or a Cancer.

THE HONEYMOON
Geminis are adventurous and active, so there won’t 

be too much lazing on the beach in store for you! 

Jet-skis, deep-sea diving, parasailing, or some other 

extreme adventure are more your speed. You need 

lots of variety to keep from getting stir-crazy. Visit 

Thailand, where you can stay at a high-end luxury 

resort one night, then rent a beach bunglow for $10 

and enjoy a campfire the next. It’s truly the best of 

both worlds. Create a full schedule of fishing in 

the rivers with the locals, playing with monkeys, 

hiking the gorgeous beaches, riding elephants, and 

indulging at amazing mountaintop spas. You love 

bright colors and tons of action, so head to Brazil 

for the Rio Carnaval. Get swept up in the floats and 

costumes, learn to samba from the locals, and enjoy 

the sexy Brazilian beaches. A cruise can be fun, too, 

since the variety and activities will keep your restless 

sign entertained.

BRIDEZILLA ALERT: GIRLS GONE WILD
You may be a little too casual or wild with your wedding—enough to scare away the in–laws. 
You could dance a little too close to your new brother-in-law, or alienate people by being too 
racy with your theme. A freewheeling lack of planning could lead to real panic. For example, 
you could invite too many people but fail to check in with the caterer. You get frazzled by too 
many details, and while you’re ambitious enough to take them on, you’ll need help planning 
this event.

 love. 

Tracy Toler, TracyToler.com
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CAREER & LIFE PURPOSE

The Gemini Path
Hyperactive Geminis are impatient, impulsive and need constant 

stimulation. You thrive in a versatile career and a busy environment. 

A Jack of All Trades, you need a career with variety. Bring on the 

multi-tasking! You simply aren’t meant to do just one thing. While 

other signs would feel overwhelmed by such a workload, you love 

to switch gears in a minute-by-minute basis.

Gemini rules communication, so you thrive in an environment with 

lots of small talk, email, phone calls and little tasks. A quiet, sterile 

office would drive you insane. If you work at a desk, the job had 

better include a great computer, where you can IM, Tweet, and hop 

between projects all day. Gemini also rules short trips, so you’re 

happy running around doing errands, consulting for a sales job or 

bringing materials between departments and chit-chatting along 

the way. As the zodiac’s Twin, you need an “other half” wherever 

you go. This person can either be a nurturing boss or a supportive 

co-worker—any kindred spirit who can help you talk through your 

ideas and issues.

Gemini is a natural teacher, so you love to mentor new people on 

the job—though you can be a bit impatient with the slow learners. 

You comprehend new information instantly, but remember that not 

everyone’s mind works as fast as yours! You also love to hook people 

up, and are always on the lookout for opportunities for friends. 

Because Geminis are ruled by Mercury, the planet of data, you’re 

often the first to hear about anything up-and-coming. With your 

mental Rolodex and ability to Google at lightning speed, you’re a 

one-stop connector for all your friends. 

BEST CAREERS 
FOR GEMINI
journalist
teacher
web developer
agent
entrepreneur
musician 
hairstylist
project manager
sales
yoga teacher
interpreter
dj
day trader
pr/marketing
writer

Versatile Geminis were born to multitask.
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Pitfalls to avoid
Indecisiveness. Because you’re so multi-faceted, you may 

hesitate to commit to one career path, fearing you’ll be trapped. 

As a result, you end up in an endless string of unfulfilling jobs 

because you don’t want to “settle.” Here are a couple sugges-

tions to keep you from being your own worst enemy:

Be a consultant or an independent contractor. Hone a field of 

expertise, then travel to different companies or departments 

and make them over. Or, work on projects with limited dead-

lines. Either way, the gig is short-term and there will be an end 

in sight, so you never have to feel trapped.

Use your creativity. Geminis have huge imaginations. Can’t find 

an existing job you like, or a position in your company that 

suits you? Make one up!

Work for yourself. At least you’ll always have the freedom you 

crave. Many Geminis work in the fashion, music, and high-tech 

industries. You like to be on the cutting edge; constant change 

stimulates you.

Give yourself a year. Since you have commitment issues, it’s a 

good idea to anticipate a claustrophobic moment or two when 

you start something more long-term. If you take a traditional 

job in a large company and already feel like you’ll be stuck there 

forever, commit to a year, or six months. Plan to reevaluate at 

that time. If you still like the job then, stay. If not, cut loose and 

move on!

YOUR ULTIMATE PURPOSE:
To engage people in dialogue and interactive play.
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MONEY

Your money management style
Restless Gemini likes spending money as fast as it 
rolls in. Impulse buys bring you joy, and if you have 
cash in your wallet, consider it gone. For you, mon-
ey-making is more a necessary evil than a priority, 
but the flexibility it gives your life is important. You 
may need to harness your spending when the cash 
flows swiftly out of your purse. One solution: put 
your money where your mouth is. Your gift of the 
gab earns you cash. You can sell anything you be-
lieve in, no matter how wild the idea. As long as 
you’re excited about it, everyone else will be, too.

YOUR SPENDING HABITS
You shop compulsively, buying the first shiny thing 

that catches your eye. You’ll rapidly spend your 

disposable income on throw-away purchases, sac-

rificing long-lasting value for instant gratification. 

But consider how wasteful it is tossing so much 

stuff out so quickly. Satisfy your multiple person-

alities by saving a dollar for each one you spend. 

For example, put $20 a week in savings, then 

reward yourself with $20 of spending cash. That 

way, you’ll build security without suppressing your 

freedom-loving spirit. 

Favorite splurges
Jewelry (especially rings and bracelets), watches, 

hair products, mobile devices, books, phone acces-

sories and digital downloads, snack food, tabloid 

magazines

How to Attract more wealth
Variety is the spice of a Gemini’s life, so work it to 

your fiscal advantage. Set up multiple accounts—

a savings account, checking for your bills, and 

interest-earning accounts such as money markets 

or CDs—to fit your 

evolving needs. 

Gemini is a high-tech 

sign, so using tech-

nology like online 

banking will prevent 

money from flying 

out of your hands. 

Investing in technol-

ogy or new media 

stocks could pay off 

big for you, too. Keep 

a diverse portfolio 

How to embrace your inner Rich Girl and keep money in the bank.

READ IT & REAP: 
BOOKS ON PROSPERITY

Think and Grow Rich 
by Napoleon Hill

Ask & It Is Given
by Esther and Jerry Hicks

Overcoming Underearning
by Barbara Stanny

Money and The Law of Attraction
by Esther and Jerry Hicks



One-on-One Astrology Readings
Private, personal horoscope chart readings with The AstroTwins are 
available by phone or in person. If you’re at a crossroads in any area 
of your life, The AstroTwins will help you move ahead on a clear, con-
fident path. They’ve counseled thousands of clients to create the rela-
tionships, careers and lives of their dreams. To book a consultation, 
visit www.astrostyle.com/Charts

What can I talk about in a reading?
Pretty much anything. We’re here to help you get clarity and under-
stand what’s really going on. Here are some of our clients’ typical 
issues:

All About Me (or “who am I, anyway?”)
Your chart is a snapshot of the stars at your birth—a blueprint, or 
road map, of your soul. We’ll explain your chart’s strengths and 
challenges. From there, we give specific advice about love, career, 
health, or any topic you like, and give you a personalized “astro-
prescription” for manifesting the results you desire.

Life Purpose (or “Help! I’m lost!”) 
What am I meant to do with my life? Your chart contains a “destiny 
point” that reveals information about your true path.

Love & Relationship Stuff
Will I ever find “the One”? Am I in the right relationship? How can 
we get along better? We’re going through changes—what should I 
do? We’ll help you understand your needs and (if you’re part of a 
couple), those of your partner.

Family, Babies, Kids...Oh My!
Will I ever have a baby? Am I meant to be a parent? How can I 
understand my kids? My mom is driving me nuts—help!

Relocation: Should I Move?
Are you moving to a new home? Each city has a sign. Find out how 
well your chart gels with your desired location. Unlock answers for a 
happy transition.

Couples Reading: Help Our Relationship!
Did you know that your relationship has a sign and a unique chart 
of its own? By combining your birth data along with your partner’s, 
we reveal the destiny and purpose of your romantic union. Locate 
potential trouble spots and learn to navigate for long-lasting love. 

“The AstroTwins’ reading was 
SPOT ON! Their insight helped 
me make key decisions for my 
fast growing company. Their 
intuition is off the charts and 

they’ve become one of my ‘secret business 
weapons.’ I cannot recommend them enough!” 
— Marie Forleo, CEO and Founder of Rich 
Happy & Hot, www.marieforleo.com

“Ophi is my Crazy Sexy Oracle. 
I share my secrets, musings, and 
questions with her. And just like 
a gifted Sorceress (in heels) 
she blows my mind with spot on 

guidance and vision. I’ll call her before meeting 
with a potential partner and DANG, her insight 
is freaky helpful.” —Kris Carr, Author & Wellness 
Warrior, CrazySexyLife.com
 
“The AstroTwins are my go-to guides for astrol-

ogy. Their knowledge is incred-
ible and her intuition is always 
spot on! I check in with them 
monthly for their guidance and 
support. I’m psyched to have 

them in my speed dial.” —Gabrielle Bernstein, 
Author of Spirit Junkie, Scorpio

book a private reading

http://www.astrostyle.com/Charts
http://www.marieforleo.com
http://crazysexylife.com
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TRAVEL

You love to travel, and can turn anything into an ad-
venture. A trip involving action, activity, socializ-

ing and spontaneity turns you on. You want to connect 
to people, even if you never see them again, and live 
it up while you’re there. A true intrepid explorer, you 
don’t care where you go, though you love cruises, re-
sorts, even organized tours and road trips. You’ll keep 
a full itinerary parasailing, jet skiing or flirting with the 
pool boy—the idea is to take in as much local color as 
you can.

Since you need people to talk to, you enjoy traveling 
with friends or siblings, and you get inspired with all 
kinds of ideas when you glimpse the greater world. 
Although you may not show your “wild side” back 
home, it comes out to play when you travel. Exotic 
islands or other paradise getaways provide the perfect 
stage for your outrageous, exhibitionist side. 

Geminis rule local travel and short trips. Weekend 
getaways were designed with you in mind and you’ll 
often find many “vacation spots” in your local vicin-
ity—the roller rink, the bungee-jumping grounds, the 
amusement park, the theater. For you, every day is a 
vacation, and the people in your life love your ability 
to soak it all in.

Whether it’s a vacation or a staycation, you’ll turn any day into an adventure.
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ENTERTAINING

Lighthearted, spontaneous fun is what you’re all 
about. You’ll throw together a party at the last 

second, with bright–colored party favors, candy 
necklaces, or strings of Christmas lights—any-
thing to keep you from getting bored. Rent a photo 
booth to satisfy your impulse for instant gratifica-
tion. Geminis love music, so you’ll burn a CD mix 
or hire a DJ to make sure everyone’s dancing and 
socializing.

As the sign of the Twins, you do great teaming up 
with a co–host. Preferably, this should be someone 
who likes to plan, since that’s your shortfall. A 
Virgo, Cancer or Taurus friend is the perfect reli-
able workhorse. You’re bored by too many details, 
and quickly lose patience. Rather than be scattered 
and unfocused, ask a practical pal to make sure 

you have enough cups for the punch—or that you even have punch in the first place. Your 
plan can get overly complex. You’ll need reinforcement to help pull it off. Then you can be 
free to enjoy what you do best: socializing! 

Theme parties are great, especially high-energy ones: karaoke, rollerskating, a skydiving 
group or a live band. You’ll happily play Spin the Bottle or Twister with anyone willing to 
join in. Wild, accelerated and a little out of control is your speed. Everyone else needs to 
keep pace.

Gemini rules the hands, so have lots of 
finger food available. You’ll also need 
something you can grab to sustain your-
self as you whirl between guests, sharing 
light banter one minute and delving into 
a controversial political debate the next.

Wild and wacky, your parties are unforgettable fetes that could become epic.

Cory Verellen, LandCameras.com
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FAMILY DYNAMICS

You love them, you love them not. As a free-spirited Gemini, fam-
ily can be a mixed bag for you. Socially, you enjoy the company 

of aunts, uncles, kids, cousins, siblings—the more, the merrier. You’re 
the first one on the dance floor at weddings and a live wire at holiday 
gatherings.  Yet, you also have a deep need for individuality that doesn’t 
bode well for being part of a unit. If homogeny is celebrated in your fam, 
you’ll be the one to rebel, developing an identity and style that pegs you 
as the proud and self-proclaimed “black sheep.” 

As the zodiac’s communicator, uncensored conversation is one of your 
favorite things. Relatives who allow you to express your opinions with-
out judgment will be your favorites. Playful adventurers also rank high 
with you. You’re a big kid with an eternally youthful spirit, the one who 
organizes family outings and adventurous vacations. 

As a parent, you are active, fun, and hands-on. You’ll get down on the 
floor and build a Lego castle, set up an Easter Egg hunt, and tutor your 
kids on their homework for hours on end. You sometimes forget to be 
the disciplinarian though, and while it’s fun to be BFFs with your brood, 
make sure to provide more structure for them, like a set bedtime and 
curfew. 

Issue to Manage: SpreadinG Family Gossip
“Can you believe Aunt Beatrice said that to Cousin Gerald?” (Insert mor-
tified gasps.) With your curious mind, you’re a magnet for gossip—and 
you can’t help but share it after you hear it. What you consider “venting” 
can do major damage to relationships between relatives. Getting tangled 
up in the middle is no fun either. See no evil, hear no evil, speak no evil: 
unless someone comes to you directly to ask for help with an issue, keep 
your nose outta their biz. It’s not your job to fix your family’s problems, 
so tend to your own backyard instead.

An eternal kid at heart, Gemini is the family’s undeniable wild child.
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There’s never a dull moment when Geminis roll into town. 
You have the ability see life from many different perspec-

tives and, as a result, get along with people from all walks of 
life.  Lively and energetic, you love to talk—especially about 
the latest and greatest ideas going through your heads. Some-
times, you get so carried away that you wind up talking at 
people instead of actually talking to them. Fortunately, you’re 
usually gushing about an interesting topic. Who needs The Dis-
covery Channel when Geminis are so full of facts?

Your enthusiasm is contagious and you have little trouble 

gathering a crew to jump in on your adventures.  What these 

“followers” often fail to understand is that Geminis inevitably 

get bored with most everything that you become obsessed 

with—and that may even include friends! One minute, you’re 

totally in love with something, the next minute you’re sooo 

over it. This could be one of the reasons why your sign has 

earned a rep for being two-faced! Of course, this is not to say 

that Geminis can’t be trusted. The fact is, you are looking for 

soul twins—people who you can connect with on a deep and 

spiritual level. Those who pass the test will be rewarded with 

Gemini’s loyalty and a lot of bizarre and interesting invitations 

to boot!

Balance is essential to your peace of mind and you are more 

than happy to pair up with people who have a skill that 

you are lacking. Ultimately, friends who can pick up where 

Geminis leave off are the ones you’ll keep around forever

 

GIFT GUIDE: 
THE PERFECT PRESENTS FOR GEMINI

Mobile games and gadgets, like an e-
reader

A bling-y cell phone cover

Vintage cameras and jewelry

Beauty treatments like eyelash extensions 
or microdermabrasion

Trendy, bright clothes

Concert tickets

 live. 

FRIENDSHIP



                      Yes, your kids DO come with instructions.

LibraGemini

; ;

Momstrology: The Book
Coming Fall 2013

Momstrology.com 
A parenting site brought to you by The AstroTwins

* Child Horoscopes
* Mom Horoscopes

* Cosmic Features for Family Life

http://www.momstrology.com
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PLANETS & THEIR MEANINGS
 learn. 

PLANET  AFFECTS    sIGN IT RULES  CHANGES SIGNS
Sun  your basic personality  Leo   every month
Moon  moods & emotions  Cancer   every 2-3 days
Mercury mind & communication  Gemni, Virgo  every month
Mars  drive & energy   Aries   every 1-2 months (varies)
Venus  love & attraction  Taurus, Libra  every 1-2 months (varies) 
Jupiter  luck, growth & wisdom  Sagittarius  every year
Saturn  discipline & challenges  Capricorn  every 3 years
Uranus  change & originality  Aquarius  every 7 years
Neptune dreams & healing  Pisces   every 10 years
Pluto  power & transformation  Scorpio   every 12+ years

How do the planets affect you? Every planet orbits the sun at a different 
speed, going slower and slower the farther they are from the sun. Each one 
is said to affect a different part of your personality. 

The “inner planets”— the sun, moon, Mercury, Mars and Venus—move 
quickly through the zodiac. As a result, they affect your day-to-day life, 
moods and habits. 

The “outer planets” — Jupiter, Saturn, Neptune, Uranus, and Pluto — move 
slowly, changing signs every 1-12 years. As a result, they shape the bigger 
trends in your life. In fact, Neptune, Uranus and Pluto orbit the sun so 
slowly that they’re said to shape entire generations.

Each planet is associated with a zodiac sign, and that sign will exhibit traits 
of the planet. For example, turbo-charged Aries is ruled by warrior planet 
Mars. Cheerful Sagittarius is ruled by optimistic Jupiter. If you want to learn 
more about your sign, look no further than its ruling planet! (P.S. We still 
look at Pluto as a “real” planet, even though astronomers have recently di-
minished its status to “dwarf planet.” Its impact is undeniable in astrology.) 
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THE 12 HOUSES OF THE ZODIAC

1ST HOUSE
The first house begins the zodiac, and covers the 
all “firsts”: first impressions, the self and appear-
ance, leadership, new initiatives, fresh starts and 
beginnings. The sign on the cusp, or starting edge, 
of this house, is referred to as your rising sign or 
ascendant. (Ruled by Aries)

2ND HOUSE
The second house covers all matters related to your 
immediate material and physical environment—
taste, smells, sound, touch, sights. The second 
house also rules income, money, and self-esteem. 
(Ruled by Taurus)

3RD HOUSE
The third house rules all forms of communica-
tion—talking, thinking, gadgets and devices (cell 
phones, pagers, Instant Messenger, etc.). The third 
house also covers siblings, neighborhoods, local 
travel, libraries, schools, teachers and community 
affairs. (Ruled by Gemini)

4TH HOUSE
The Cancer-ruled fourth house sits at the very bot-
tom of the zodiac wheel, and thus, rules the “foun-
dation” of all things. This includes your home, pri-
vacy, your basic security, your parents (particularly 
your mother), children, your own mothering abili-
ties, nurturing, and TLC. (Ruled by Cancer)

5TH HOUSE
The fifth house is ruled by dramatic Leo, and it 
governs self-expression, drama, creativity, color, 
attention, romance, fun and play. (Ruled by Leo)

6TH HOUSE
The sixth house is the domain of health and ser-
vice. It rules schedules, organization, routines, fit-
ness, diet and exercise, natural and healthy living, 
helpfulness and being of service to others. (Ruled 
by Virgo) 

 learn. 

Like a clock, the zodiac is divided into 12 segments, or houses, 
each one ruled by a different sign. The zodiac begins with the 
first house, and goes counterclockwise around. Each house is 
associated with a set of traits, beginning from the self, and ex-
panding outward into society and beyond. At the moment you 
were born, the planets were all in specific signs and houses. 
When an astrologer interprets your chart, she blends the mean-
ing of each planet, the house it’s in, and the sign it’s in, to map 
the obstacles or gifts you’ll face in this lifetime.

When planets visit a house, they light up that part of your chart, 
and energize that house’s traits. Astrologers use the houses to 
predict which parts of your life will come into focus, and where 
you can take the best possible action. To learn more about a 
house, read about the sign that’s associated with it.
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7TH HOUSE
The seventh house is the sector of relationships 
and other people. It governs all partnerships, 
both business and personal, and relationship-
associated matters, like contracts, marriage, and 
business deals. (Ruled by Libra) 

8TH HOUSE
The eighth house is a mysterious sector that 
rules birth, death, sex, transformation, myster-
ies, merged energies, and bonding at the deepest 
level. The eighth house also rules other people’s 
property and money (real estate, inheritances, 
investments, et. al. (Ruled by Scorpio)

9TH HOUSE
The ninth house covers the higher mind, ex-
pansion, international and long-distance travel, 
foreign languages, inspiration, optimism, pub-
lishing, broadcasting, universities and higher 
education, luck, risk, adventure, gambling, re-
ligion, philosophy, morals and ethics. (Ruled by 
Sagittarius)

10TH HOUSE
The tenth house is at the very top and most 
public part of the chart. The tenth house gov-
erns structures, corporations, tradition, public 
image, fame, honors, achievements, awards, 
boundaries, rules, discipline, authority, fathers 
and fatherhood. The cusp, or border, of the 
tenth house is also called the midheaven, and it 
clues astrologers into your career path. (Ruled 
by Capricorn)

11TH HOUSE
The eleventh house rules teams, friendships, 
groups, society, networking, social justice, re-
bellion, and humanitarian causes. It also rules 
originality, eccentricity, sudden events, surpris-
es, invention, astronomy, science fiction and all 
things futuristic. (Ruled by Aquarius)

12TH HOUSE
The zodiac completes with the twelfth and fi-
nal house, which rules endings. This house cov-
ers the final stages of a project, tying up loose 
ends, completions, the afterlife, old age, and 
surrender. It’s also associated with separation 
from society, institutions, hospitals, jails, hidden 
agendas, and secret enemies. And it rules the 
imagination, creativity, arts, film, dance, poetry, 
journals, and the subconscious mind.(Ruled by 
Pisces) 
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THE ELEMENTS:
       FIRE, EARTH, AIR & WATER

 learn. 

The twelve zodiac signs are grouped into four “elements”—fire, earth, air and water. Each of 
these elementary groups has distinct traits. Together, they form the natural world, so each is 
in some way dependent on the other.

Fire Signs: Fire, Leo, Sagittarius    Air Signs: Gemini, Libra, Aquarius                 
Earth Signs: Taurus, Virgo, Capricorn  Water Signs: Cancer, Scorpio, Pisces
                     

FIRE SIGNS
Like fire itself, fire signs tend to be passionate, dynamic, and temperamental. Fire can keep 
you warm, or it can do great destruction. While fire burns out quickly without fuel to keep it 
going, it can also regenerate its power from the ashes. A single spark can set off a forest fire. 
As a result, fire signs need to be nurtured and managed carefully.

AIR SIGNS
Air signs are all about action, ideas, and motion—they are the “winds of change.” When a 
strong gust hits you, you can’t help but move. While some within their ranks may be true-
life “airheads,” others are as powerful as a gravity-defying G-force. Air signs bring everyone a 
breath of fresh air when things start to get stale. Like the breeze, you can’t quite catch them, 
and you never know where they’ll drop you once they sweep you up. It will almost always 
been an adventure, though.

EARTH SIGNS
Earth signs keep it real. They are the “grounded” people on the planet, the ones who bring us 
down to earth and remind us to start with a solid foundation. Slow and steady, these “build-
ers” are loyal and stable, and stick by their people through hard times. On good days, they’re 
practical; at worst, they can be materialistic or too focused on the surface of things to dig into 
the depths.

WATER SIGNS
Intuitive, emotional and ultra-sensitive, water signs can be as mysterious as the ocean itself. 
Like water, they can be refreshing, or they can drown you in their depths. These signs often 
have intense dreams and borderline-psychic intuition. Security is important to them—after 
all, water needs a container, or it dries up and disappears.
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MOON & RISING SIGNS
 learn. 

There’s more to your chart than your Sun sign—much more. At the moment you 
were born, each planet was in a specific sign at a specific degree. Your moon and 
rising sign are two of your chart’s key features. Along with your sun sign, these 
two star players can tell a lot about your personality. 

YOUR MOON SIGN
Your moon sign (where the moon was when you were born) shapes your emotions 
and your soul. It colors all the subconscious stuff going on below the surface—
your deepest needs, and what helps you feel emotionally secure. Your moon sign 
can also influence how strongly your sun sign is expressed. For example, if you’re 
a fiery Aries with a mellow Taurus moon, your aggressive nature may be toned 
down by the steady Taurus influence. Or, if you’re a watery Scorpio with a watery 
Pisces moon, you could be extra emotional and intuitive, since these are the traits 
of water signs. Want to find your true soulmates? Check out your moon sign and 
theirs. Chances are, your moons are in compatible signs, or your sun and moon 
are in similar signs.

YOUR RISING SIGN
Your rising sign, also called your ascendant, is the sign that was rising over the 
eastern horizon when you were born. It can affect your appearance, your attitude, 
and the way you come across to others. For example, a conservative Capricorn 
with a Leo rising can appear to have some Leo-like features—s/he may have wild 
hair, an outgoing personality, and a more expressive style than the average Capri-
corn. If people always peg you for a sign other than your own, don’t be surprised 
to discover that it’s actually your rising sign.

How do you calculate your moon and rising signs? The moon moves into a dif-
ferent sign every 2-3 days, and the rising sign changes every two hours. You’ll 
need to check moon sign and rising sign tables to determine yours. Visit our site 
at www.astrostyle.com, where you can do a free natal chart.
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COSMIC EVENTS TO WATCH
 learn. 

NEW MOONS & FULL MOONS
Following moon cycles can be a great way to set 
goals and reap their benefits. Astrologers believe that 
our energy begins to build at the new moon, then 
peaks two weeks later at the full moon. New moons 
mark beginnings, and are the perfect time to kick 
off any new project or idea. Full moons are times for 
completions, creative outpourings, and harvesting. 
They’re also your cue to cash in on anything you 
started at the new moon. Wrap up your success over 
the next two weeks as the moon dwindles, then be-
gin the cycle all over again. In many cultures, farm-
ers have planted by the new moon and harvested by 
the full moon. 

ECLIPSES
Eclipses happen 2-3 times a year, bringing sudden 
changes and turning points to our lives. If you’ve 
been sitting on the fence about an issue, the eclipse 
will knock you off and force you to face the facts. 
Truths and secrets will rise to the surface. Things 
that aren’t “meant to be” will be taken away. There 
are two types of eclipses—solar and lunar. Lunar 
eclipses happen when the earth passes directly be-
tween the sun and moon, cutting off their com-
munication. A solar eclipse takes place when the 
new moon passes between the sun and the earth, 
shadowing the sun. The effect is similar to a spiri-
tual power outage—it either makes you feel a little 
off-center, or makes your mind crystal clear. Expect 
the unexpected, and wait for the dust to settle before 
you act on any eclipse-fueled impulses.

RETROGRADES
You know those times when everything goes hay-
wire, and you can’t figure out why? A planet could 
be retrograde—meaning that from earth, it appears 
to be spinning backward. While this is just an opti-
cal illusion, it feels like an astrological reality! The 
areas that a retrograde planet rules may become 
weak or out of wack, causing chaos to erupt during 
this backspin. 

Two major retrogrades to watch are Mercury and Ve-
nus. Mercury, planet of communication, transporta-
tion and technology, goes retrograde for three weeks 
about three times a year. Arguments and misunder-
standings rage, plans fall apart, cars break down, 
and computers crash suddenly. Back up your digital 
files beforehand, postpone any deals, and plan to be 
explain yourself a few extra times. Love-planet Ve-
nus goes retrograde about once a year, and causes 
relationship craziness. Astrologers advise against 
proposals, weddings, and any major relationship 
moves during this 4-6 week period.

So what’s good about retrogrades? The prefix re- 
means to go back—and retrogrades are a time to 
polish up projects already in the works, or to dig up 
ones you’ve set aside. Old friends and past issues can 
resurface, giving you a chance to reconnect or revise. 
This can be a useful time to resolve any arguments, 
revisit old ideas, research an idea or renew a com-
mitment. Tighten up your routine during these peri-
ods, and you’ll be ready to rock when the retrograde 
planet returns to “direct” (or forward) motion.



 plan. 
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 plan. 

PLANETARY PLANNER
january get married
february vacation
march career & achievement
april friends & networking
may finish everything
june start something new

july money
august communicate
september family 
october flirting 
november get in shape
december relationships

       january 
       it’s in the details
How deep are your bonds with people? You’ll 

find out this month, as the planets bring out your 

most intimate side. You feel passionate, driven, 

even mystical—your life could feel like a spicy 

novel! At times, you or someone around you may 

seem a bit secretive. Solve the mystery. The stars 

also focus on joint resources and large amounts 

of money. Real estate, income taxes, investments, 

inheritances, and credit cards are all highlighted. 

Pay off debts, write a living will, invest in property. 

Research everything thoroughly, as your mind is 

sharp. Pay attention to every detail!

 
        february  
        vacation & inspiration
After an intense month, you’re ready for a vaca-

tion! The stars light up your sector of long-distance 

travel now, beckoning you to pack your bags and 

head for distant shores. Book a getaway outside 

city limits, even if it’s just a long weekend. If you 

can’t leave town, expand your horizons by attend-

ing an inspiring class, lecture or workshop. Higher 

education is featured now, so apply to schools or 

for scholarships. Step outside your comfort zone at 

every opportunity. Explore another culture. Avoid 

petty squabbles. Enjoy inspiring, soul-searching 

conversations. 

 
        march 
        career
Career, achievement and ambition are all featured 

now. Keep your eye on your goals and aim for 

them! People relate to you as a natural leader 

now, so take charge and step boldly into what you 

want. If you haven’t commanded the respect you 

deserve, ask for it. If you’re looking for fame, this 

is the month to put yourself 

directly in the spotlight. 

You could be honored 

and noticed for all your 

hard work. Acknowledge 

yourself for how far you’ve 

come!

2

12-MONTH

1 

3 
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 plan. 

 
        april 
        networking
There’s strength in numbers, and the planets 

urge you to team up now. What better way 

to get your message out there than with a fun 

and lively crew? If career is your passion, join 

a networking group or attend a profession-

al group meeting. If you’re looking to expand 

your circle of friends, try a book club,  

co-ed singles group, or an intramural sports 

team. Reconnect with old friends by host-

ing a party or reunion. Humanitarian efforts 

are also featured this month, so volun-

teer for a worthy cause. Get out and mingle! 

        may 
        handle your business
Yawn! The Sun completes the last leg of its jour-

ney around your zodiac wheel, making you a little 

sleepy. Hold off on anything new and instead, think 

completion. Finish any lingering loose ends. You’ll 

want a clean slate next month, when your personal 

New Year begins! Return phone calls, donate old 

clothes to charity, and resolve any conflicts. Get 

plenty of rest, and pour out your feelings in a jour-

nal or creative work. Your dreams are full of vivid 

messages, and your healing powers are strong. 

Consider volunteering at a hospital or with the 

elderly. 

        june 
        it’s all about you
Make a fresh start! As the Sun enters your sign, you 

kick off your personal New Year. Think new! This 

is the time to launch projects, debut a new image, 

and take on a leading role. It’s all about you now. 

Don’t let demanding types take away from your 

“me” time. Say yes only to offers that take your 

dreams to the next level. Express yourself in a big 

way—be bold and fearless. You have the stage and 

the world is listening! 

        july 
        money & makeovers
Last month was all about getting in touch with 

the person you’ve become. Now, it’s time to build 

an environment—and an income—that reflect the 

new you. Treat yourself to a makeover. Stock your 

fridge with gourmet groceries. Add a few fabulous 

pieces to your wardrobe, or pick up a beautiful 

vase or bed cover. Money is highlighted now. Are 

you earning what you’re worth? Is it time for a new 

job or a raise? Does your budget allow you to both 

splurge and save for your dreams? A financial advi-

sor or smart money manager can help now. 

        august 
        communicate
Communication is this month’s theme. If you 

haven’t expressed what’s on your mind, do it now! 

Send off emails, return calls, write letters, reach out 

to old friends.  It’s a great month for writers, too. 

Your mind bubbles with ideas, so jot them down in 

a notebook. This month rules siblings and friends, 

so make time to connect with yours. Short trips 

and your neighborhood are also featured. Organize 

a block party. Explore your favorite local haunts 

or discover new ones. Grab a pal for a bike ride or 

power-walk, and enjoy an inspiring talk.

4

5

6 

7

8
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         september 
         family matters
Home and family are where it’s at now. Cozy up 

your household—add fluffy towels, scented soaps, 

soft sheets and fresh flowers. Don’t overdo on par-

ties. Instead, opt for home-cooked meals, a good 

book and your favorite DVD. Your energy is low-

key now, so book some private time. Spend qual-

ity time with your parents and cherished family 

members, or send them a thoughtful card. Female 

energy and femininity are strong now. Surround 

yourself with comforting, inspiring women. Get 

in touch with the powerful woman that you are! 

 
            october 
            romance & fun
Fun, fun, fun! Your energy turns light and playful 

now. The planets favor romance, and creativity this 

month. If you’re single, this is your month to get out 

and flirt! If you’re in a relationship, bring the magic 

back with lighthearted dates. Grab your sweetie and 

head to a fiesta. Dive into a creative project, and let 

your inner artist emerge. Children are highlighted. 

If you want to get pregnant, the stars are on your 

side. Spending time with young people can restore 

your own childlike wonder.

 

 

 

 
 
           november 
           get fit & organized
After an indulgent month, it’s time to get organized. 

The planets morph you from party girl into the 

Queen of Clean. Sort out your calendar, projects 

and workspace. Attack the clutter and get your life 

back on track. This month’s energy also sends you 

on a health kick. Hit the gym, walk around the 

neighborhood, buy a yoga or Pilates DVD. Pick up 

some fresh, organic groceries and prepare a healthy 

meal. Bring your eating and life back into balance.

 
            
 
           december 
           relationships get serious
Happy half-birthday! You’re midway through your 

astrological year now, and the planets shift your 

focus to relationships and other people. Committed 

partnerships, both personal and professional, are 

highlighted. If you’ve longed to get serious with 

that special someone, now is a great time. If you 

and a close person have been having trouble under-

standing each other’s perspectives, you may finally 

see the light. Contract signings go well. If you’re 

getting married, this is the month to say “I do!”

 
            

 plan. 
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The AstroTwins’ Love Zodiac
Demystify men and transform any relationship. The Astro-
Twins have been using the zodiac for over 15 years to help 
couples find the love affair of their dreams. You can have a 
great relationship with a man of any zodiac sign—the key 
is to learn what makes him tick. Using this definitive guide 
to understand his personality, his preferences, and his val-
ues will help you decide whether you’re in it for the long 
haul—or not. You’ll quickly discover:

• How he courts, flirts, and shows he’s committed
• How to tell if he’s serious or just playing around
• What turns him on...and off
• How to prep for your first date, his first visit to your  

     place, and meeting his family
...and much more!

Available at all retail and online bookstores, including Ama-
zon.com and Barnes and Noble. (Sourcebooks)

MORE FROM THE ASTROTWINS

Free daily, weekly & monthly horoscopes 
www.astrostyle.com

One-on-One Astrology Readings
Private, personal horoscope chart readings with Ophira and 
Tali are available by phone or in person. If you’re at a cross-
roads in any area of your life, The AstroTwins will help you 
move ahead on a clear, confident path. They’ve counseled 
thousands of clients to create the relationships, careers and 
lives of their dreams. To inquire about a consultation, visit 
www.astrostyle.com/Charts
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Identical twin sisters Tali and Ophira Edut—known as 
The AstroTwins—are professional astrologers who “bring 
the stars down to earth” with a unique, practical com-
bination of astrology and coaching. Their columns and 
predictions reach millions every month. They are the as-
trologers for Elle.com,  TV Guide magazine, and Lifetime, 
and regular guests on Sirius Radio. They are the authors 
of several books including The AstroTwins’ Love Zodiac: 
The Essential Astrology Guide for Women (Sourcebooks), a 
450-page handbook to understanding the men of every 
sign. Other titles include Shoestrology: Discover Your Birth-

day Shoe (Random House), a cosmic guide for fashionistas, and Momstrology (Harper Collins) a 
parenting manual by the stars which will be published fall 2013. 

Tali and Ophira also give private consultations, and have read charts for celebrities including Be-
yonce, Stevie Wonder and Sting. Through chart-reading services and their website AstroStyle.com, 
they help clients and readers “de-sign” amazing lives. Based in New York City and Seattle, Ophira 
and Tali enjoy city life with husbands, kids and pet dachshunds. 

Visit The AstroTwins online at www.astrostyle.com.
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